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Module Objectivesodu e Object es

• Recognize considerations necessary to properly control and g y p p y
assess airborne contamination.

• Recognize considerations necessary to properly detect, control, 
and assess surface contamination.

• Identify personnel contamination hazards.
• Understand the fundamentals of radon and its effect on 

contamination monitoring.
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Air Sampling UsesSa p g Uses

• Air sampling in the workplace might be performed for p g p g p
the following reasons:

• To measure the concentrations of radioactive 
material.

• To determine posting requirements.
• To determine effectiveness of engineered controls.
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Air Sampling Uses, con’tSa p g Uses, co t

• To select appropriate protective equipment andTo select appropriate protective equipment and 
measures.

• To provide warnings of significantly elevated levels• To provide warnings of significantly elevated levels 
of airborne radioactive materials.

• To estimate intake of radioactive materials by• To estimate intake of radioactive materials by 
workers.
To meet regulatory requirements• To meet regulatory requirements.
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Primary Dose Limitsa y ose ts
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Secondary Derived LimitsSeco da y e ed ts

• The dose limits on the previous slide are the primary p p y
dose limits.

• There are two secondary derived limits that are useful 
for individual dose control and determining compliance 
with primary dose limits.

ALI• ALI
• DAC
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Secondary Derived LimitsSeco da y e ed ts

• The Annual Limit on Intake (ALI) is the amount of aThe Annual Limit on Intake (ALI) is the amount of a 
single radionuclide that would deliver a CEDE of 5 rem 
(50 mSv), called the SALI, or a CDE 50 rem (500 mSv), 
called the NALI.

• “The” ALI is the smaller of the SALI and the NALI
• It is useful as a benchmark figure for controlling dose.
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Secondary Derived LimitsSeco da y e ed ts

• Values of ALIs are listed in:Values of ALIs are listed in:
• NRC regulations: 10 CFR 20, Appendix B.
• ICRP 30• ICRP 30.
• Federal Guidance Report No. 11.

• Values of ALIs based on a different limit (2 rem effective 
dose) are given in

• ICRP 78
• IAEA Basic Safety Standards
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Secondary Derived LimitsSeco da y e ed ts

• The Derived Air Concentration (DAC) is theThe Derived Air Concentration (DAC) is the 
concentration of a single radionuclide in air that if 
breathed by reference man for a full working year (2000 
hours), would result in an intake of one ALI.
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Secondary Derived LimitsSeco da y e ed ts

• It is also very useful as a benchmark figure forIt is also very useful as a benchmark figure for 
controlling dose since measured concentrations of 
radionuclides in air are easy to obtain from air sampling 
results.
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Secondary Derived LimitsSeco da y e ed ts

• Tables of DACs can be found in:Tables of DACs can be found in:
• NRC regulations: 10 CFR 20, Appendix B.

ICRP 30• ICRP 30.
• Federal Guidance Report No. 11.

• As with ALIs, DACs based on newer ICRP guidance are 
different
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Table 1 Occupational Values
Table 2 Effluent 
Concentrations

Table 3 Relase 
to Sewers

C l 1 C l 2 C l 3 C l 1 C l 2Col 1. Col 2. Col 3. Col 1. Col 2.

Oral 
Ingestion 

Inhalation

Air Water 

Monthly 
Average 

Concentration DAC 
Atomic No. Radionuclide Class

g
ALI (μCi) (μCi/ml) (μCi/ml) (μCi/ml)ALI (μCi) (μCi/ml)

92 U-238

D

1E+1 Bone 
Surface 
(2E 1)

1E+0 Bone 
Surface 
(2E 0) 6 E 10 3 E 12 3 E 07 3 E 06D (2E+1) (2E+0) 6.E-10 3.E-12 3.E-07 3.E-06

W - 8.E-01 3.E-10 1.E-12 - -
Y - 4.E-02 2.E-11 6.E-14 - -
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Secondary Derived LimitsSeco da y e ed ts

• DAC and ALI values may be used to determine theDAC and ALI values may be used to determine the 
individual’s dose and to demonstrate compliance with 
the occupational dose limits. 20.1201(d)
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Secondary Derived LimitsSeco da y e ed ts

• The DAC fraction, or percent of the DAC, is used toThe DAC fraction, or percent of the DAC, is used to 
control and assess dose. 

• It is calculated by the following formula:• It is calculated by the following formula:
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Secondary Derived LimitsSeco da y e ed ts

• A useful operational quantity is DAC-hours, theA useful operational quantity is DAC hours, the 
product of the DAC fraction and the exposure 
(stay) time in hours.
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Secondary Derived LimitsSeco da y e ed ts

• Dose is easily determined by multiplying DAC-hrs 
by a dose conversion factor of 2.5 mrem/DAC-hr 
for a stochastic DAC value or 25 mrem/DAC-hr for 
a nonstochastic DAC valuea nonstochastic DAC value.
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Secondary Derived LimitsSeco da y e ed ts

• In other words, a worker can breathe 2000 DAC-In other words, a worker can breathe 2000 DAC
hours in a year without exceeding the more 
restrictive of the primary dose limits.
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Secondary Derived LimitsSeco da y e ed ts

• The following formula represents the dose calculation for a 
t h ti DACstochastic DAC.
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Determining the Need for Air Samplingete g t e eed o Sa p g

• Monitoring of a worker’s intake is required if the intakeMonitoring of a worker s intake is required if the intake 
is likely to exceed 10% of the ALI. (10 CFR 20.1502).

• For many workers intakes will never approach 10% of• For many workers, intakes will never approach 10% of 
the ALI.
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Determining the Need for Air Samplingete g t e eed o Sa p g

• But to meet this requirement, licensees will have toBut to meet this requirement, licensees will have to 
estimate whether projected airborne concentrations 
may be high enough that workers are likely to exceed 
10% of an ALI.
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Determining the Need for Air Samplingete g t e eed o Sa p g

• Reg. Guide 8.25 and NUREG 1400 recommend a methodReg. Guide 8.25 and NUREG 1400 recommend a method 
to determine the need for air sampling. 

• First the total quantity Q of radioactive material is• First the total quantity Q of radioactive material is 
estimated.
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Determining the Need for Air Samplingete g t e eed o Sa p g

• All potential radionuclides and amounts that may beAll potential radionuclides and amounts that may be 
used are to be considered in the estimate.

• If more than one radionuclide is present the “sum of• If more than one radionuclide is present, the sum of  
fractions” method can be used.
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Determining the Need for Air Samplingete g t e eed o Sa p g

• Reg. Guide 8.25 recommends that licensees who handleReg. Guide 8.25 recommends that licensees who handle 
quantities of unsealed radioactive materials > 10,000 
times the ALI for inhalation evaluate the need for air 
sampling.
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Determining the Need for Air Samplingete g t e eed o Sa p g

• The next step is to estimate the potential intake by a 
particular worker or group of workers.

• NUREG 1400 suggests that the potential intake be 
estimated at one millionth (1x10-6) of the amount of 
unencapsulated radioactive material in the workunencapsulated radioactive material in the work 
location during 1 year.
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Determining the Need for Air Samplingete g t e eed o Sa p g

• Once the fractional intake is known, then Table 1 of Reg 
Guide 8.25 can be used to determine if air sampling is p g
necessary.
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Air Sampling Recommendations Based on Estimated Air Sampling Recommendations Based on Estimated 
Intakes and Airborne ConcentrationsIntakes and Airborne Concentrations

Worker’s estimated Worker’s estimated 
annual intake as a annual intake as a 

Estimated airborne Estimated airborne 
concentrations as a concentrations as a 

Air Sampling Air Sampling 
RecommendationsRecommendations

fraction of the ALIfraction of the ALI fraction of DACfraction of DAC

<0.1<0.1 <0.01<0.01 Air sampling is generally not Air sampling is generally not 
necessary However monthlynecessary However monthlynecessary. However, monthly necessary. However, monthly 
or quarterly grab samples or or quarterly grab samples or 
some other measurement some other measurement 
may be appropriate to may be appropriate to 
confirm that airborne levelsconfirm that airborne levelsconfirm that airborne levels confirm that airborne levels 
are indeed low.are indeed low.

From Reg Guide 8.25, pg. 3From Reg Guide 8.25, pg. 3
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Determining the Need for Air Samplingete g t e eed o Sa p g

• The potential intake can be modified by factors such as:The potential intake can be modified by factors such as:
• The release fraction R based on the physical form 

and useand use.
• The type of confinement C for the material.
• The dispersibility D of the material.
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Determining the Need for Air Samplingete g t e eed o Sa p g

• The modified potential intake Ip will then be:p p

( )( )( )( )DCRQI 610( )( )( )( )DCRxQI p
610−=

• A table of release fractions is on the next slide.
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Determining the Need for Air Sampling ete g t e eed o Sa p g

Release Fractions (NUREG 1400)Release Fractions (NUREG 1400)
Physical FormPhysical Form Release FractionsRelease FractionsPhysical FormPhysical Form Release FractionsRelease Fractions

Gases or volatile materialGases or volatile material 1.001.00
Non volatile powdersNon volatile powders 0 010 01Non volatile powdersNon volatile powders 0.010.01
Solids (uranium fuel pellets, Solids (uranium fuel pellets, 
cobalt, or iridium metal)cobalt, or iridium metal)

0.0010.001

LiquidsLiquids 0.010.01
Encapsulated materialEncapsulated material 00
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Determining the Need for Air Samplingete g t e eed o Sa p g

• The confinement factor C takes into considerationThe confinement factor C takes into consideration 
whether the material is within an isolated volume of 
some sort while a worker is present or whether it is 
actually handled in the open.
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Determining the Need for Air Samplingete g t e eed o Sa p g

Confinement Factors (NUREG 1400)Confinement Factors (NUREG 1400)

T f fiT f fi C fi FC fi FType of confinementType of confinement Confinement FactorsConfinement Factors

GloveboxGlovebox 0 010 01GloveboxGlovebox 0.010.01

WellWell--ventilated hoodventilated hood 0.10.1

Open work areaOpen work area 1.01.0
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Determining the Need for Air Samplingete g t e eed o Sa p g

• A dispersibility factor D of 10 can be applied to theA dispersibility factor D of 10 can be applied to the 
calculation if  operations likely to produce airborne 
contamination, such as cutting, grinding, heating, or 
chemical reactions are performed.
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Determining the Need for Air Samplingete g t e eed o Sa p g

• Therefore, the potential intake for a nonvolatile powder (R = 10-2) , p p ( )
that is being ground (D = 10) in a glovebox (C = 10-2) would be:

10  10  10  10  -2-26 xxxx QI -
p =
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Determining the Need for Air Samplingete g t e eed o Sa p g

• Example:Example: 
• In the manufacturing of uranium fuel, sintered pellets of 

UO2 are ground to a uniform diameter The grinding isUO2 are ground to a uniform diameter.  The grinding is 
mostly an automated dry process.  The apparatus is 
contained in a well-ventilated shroud, but not glovebox , g
tight.
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Determining the Need for Air Samplingete g t e eed o Sa p g

• The annual throughput for a grinding station is 170 Ci.The annual throughput for a grinding station is 170 Ci. 
• The ALI is 0.04 x 10-6 Ci.

R 10 3 ( lid f l ll )• R = 10-3 (solid fuel pellets)
• C = 10-1 (hood value)
• D = 10 (grinding)
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Determining the Need for Air Samplingete g t e eed o Sa p g

• Therefore, the modified potential intake as a fraction of the 

101010101 0 136C

ALI is:

 10  04.0
1010  1010170  6

136

= −

−−−

f Cix
xxxxCiI

254=fI 25.4  =fI
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Air Sampling Recommendations Based on EstimatedAir Sampling Recommendations Based on EstimatedAir Sampling Recommendations Based on Estimated Air Sampling Recommendations Based on Estimated 
Intakes and Airborne ConcentrationsIntakes and Airborne Concentrations

Worker’s estimated Worker’s estimated 
annual intake as a annual intake as a 
fraction of the ALIfraction of the ALI

Estimated airborne Estimated airborne 
concentrations as a concentrations as a 
fraction of DACfraction of DAC

Air Sampling Air Sampling 
RecommendationsRecommendations

>0.1>0.1 >0.3>0.3 Monitoring of intake by air Monitoring of intake by air 
sampling or bioassay is required sampling or bioassay is required 
by 10 CFR 20.1502(b). Aby 10 CFR 20.1502(b). Aby 10 CFR 20.1502(b).  A by 10 CFR 20.1502(b).  A 
demonstration that the air demonstration that the air 
samples are representative of the samples are representative of the 
breathing zone air is appropriate breathing zone air is appropriate 
if (1) intakes of record will beif (1) intakes of record will beif (1) intakes of record will be if (1) intakes of record will be 
based on air sampling and (2) based on air sampling and (2) 
concentrations are likely to concentrations are likely to 
exceed 0.3 DAC averaged over exceed 0.3 DAC averaged over 
40 hours.40 hours.0 ou s0 ou s
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Location of Air Samplersocat o o Sa p e s

• The purpose of the air sample and airflow patterns willThe purpose of the air sample and airflow patterns will 
dictate the location of the air sampler.

• In general air samples should be collected in airflow• In general, air samples should be collected in airflow 
pathways downstream of release points, i.e., between 
the release point and the worker.p
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Location of Air Samplersocat o o Sa p e s

• To verify the effectiveness of confinement or to provideTo verify the effectiveness of confinement or to provide 
warning of elevated concentrations, the sampling point 
should be located in the airflow near the release point, 
between the source and worker.

• More than one sampler may be necessary.p y y
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Location of Air Samplersocat o o Sa p e s

• To determine release of material outside the laboratory,To determine release of material outside the laboratory, 
the sampler should be located near the exhaust point.
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Location of Air Samplersocat o o Sa p e s

• Fixed air samplers may be installed slightly above headFixed air samplers may be installed slightly above head 
height and in front of the worker on the front face of a 
hood.
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Purpose of SamplingPurpose of Sampling General Placement of SamplerGeneral Placement of Sampler

E ti t k ’ i t kE ti t k ’ i t k S l i BZS l i BZEstimate worker’s intakeEstimate worker’s intake Sampler in BZSampler in BZ

Identify area needing confinement Identify area needing confinement Sampler in airflow pathway near Sampler in airflow pathway near 
controlcontrol releaserelease

Provide early warningProvide early warning CAM between workers and releaseCAM between workers and release

Test for leakage from sealed Test for leakage from sealed 
confinementconfinement

Samplers downstream of Samplers downstream of 
confinementconfinement

Determine total concentration fromDetermine total concentration from Downstream at exhaust pointDownstream at exhaust pointDetermine total concentration from Determine total concentration from 
many release pointsmany release points

Downstream at exhaust pointDownstream at exhaust point

Determine airborne radioactivity areaDetermine airborne radioactivity area Samplers at workers’ locationsSamplers at workers’ locations

Special purpose (particle size)Special purpose (particle size) Case by case, depending on airflow Case by case, depending on airflow 
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Using Air ConcentrationsUs g Co ce t at o s

• If air sampling is to be used to assess workerIf air sampling is to be used to assess worker 
intakes, then each frequently occupied work 
location should have its own air sampler.  
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Using Air ConcentrationsUs g Co ce t at o s

• The air samplers should be placed as close to the 
breathing zone (BZ) of the worker as practical.breathing zone (BZ) of the worker as practical.  

• The breathing zone is the area about 12 inches 
around the head.
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Using Air ConcentrationsUs g Co ce t at o s

• When air sampling results will be used to determine theWhen air sampling results will be used to determine the 
intake and dose of record, the licensee may have to 
demonstrate that the sampled air represents the 
worker’s BZ air.                                     
Reg Guide 8.25.g
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Using Air ConcentrationsUs g Co ce t at o s

• If : 
• Monitoring for intakes is required and

Intake is based on air sampling• Intake is based on air sampling

• Then:
• the licensee must demonstrate that the sampled airthe licensee must demonstrate that the sampled air 

is representative of the BZ air, i.e., the air actually 
inhaled by the worker(s)
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Using Air ConcentrationsUs g Co ce t at o s

• Assume exposure is in an airborne radioactivity areaAssume exposure is in an airborne radioactivity area 
(>12 DAC-hours/wk), and

• Lapel samplers are not used• Lapel samplers are not used.   
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Using Air ConcentrationsUs g Co ce t at o s

• Representativeness can be demonstrated by comparing p y p g
air sampling results with:

• Lapel sampler results.p p
• Bioassay results.
• Multiple air samples near the BZ• Multiple air samples near the BZ.
• Quantitative air flow studies.      
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Using Air ConcentrationsUs g Co ce t at o s

• If results show that the sampled air is not p
representative of the worker’s BZ, the licensee may 
need to:

• Relocate samplers.
• Switch to lapel samplingSwitch to lapel sampling.
• Use bioassay to assess intake.                   
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Using Air ConcentrationsUs g Co ce t at o s

• When sampled air is not representative of the worker’sWhen sampled air is not representative of the worker s 
BZ, the licensee should correct intake estimates made 
within the last year and subsequent to the previous 
demonstration of representativeness.  Reg Guide 8.25.
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Using Air ConcentrationsUs g Co ce t at o s

• The licensee may use the specific physical andThe licensee may use the specific physical and 
biochemical properties of the radionuclides taken into 
the body to calculate CEDE, but shall document that 
information in the individual’s dose record. 20.1204 (c).
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Using Air ConcentrationsUs g Co ce t at o s

• The licensee may request (prior) approval from the NRCThe licensee may request (prior) approval from the NRC 
to adjust ALI and DAC values to reflect actual physical 
and chemical characteristics of airborne radioactive 
material (e.g. aerosol size distribution, solubility class) 
20.1204 (c)(2).
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Types of Air Samplersypes o Sa p e s

• Lapel samplers are worn by the worker, with the filterLapel samplers are worn by the worker, with the filter 
holder worn on or near the shirt collar and the battery 
powered vacuum pump worn on the belt.
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F F&J S i lt P d tFrom F&J Specialty Products
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Types of Air Samplesypes o Sa p es

• Lapel samplers may be the best method of estimatingLapel samplers may be the best method of estimating 
breathing zone concentrations because they are located 
close to the worker’s nose and mouth.
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Types of Air Samplesypes o Sa p es

• A primary problem with BZ samplers is that they have aA primary problem with BZ samplers is that they have a 
low flow rate (2 L/min), which may make them 
unsuitable for some airborne radioactivity areas, e.g., a 
radionuclide with a very low DAC.
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Types of Air Samplesypes o Sa p es

• The low flow rate problem can be overcome by:The low flow rate problem can be overcome by:
• Collecting the sample for a longer time.

U i i i i• Using a more sensitive counting system.
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Types of Air Samplesypes o Sa p es

• Other problems with lapel samplers are:p p p
• They may become contaminated and give higher readings.
• They are expensive.They are expensive.
• Require worker acceptance (some workers find them 

uncomfortable).
• In spite of the problems, lapel samplers still may be the best 

method for determining intakes.
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Types of Air Samplesypes o Sa p es

• Portable air samplers are usually used in facilities 
where the location of airborne radioactivity changes 
frequently such as nuclear power plantsfrequently, such as nuclear power plants.

• Because they are portable, they can be located close 
to the workerto the worker.
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Types of Air Samplesypes o Sa p es

• Portable air samplers are available as:Portable air samplers are available as:
• Rugged AC samplers.

B d i l i h i l• Battery powered air samplers with air volume 
totalizers.

• Constant airflow samplers on goosenecks.
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Types of Air SamplesTypes of Air Samples

• Portable samplers are 
categorized by their g y
airflow rates as low-
volume or high volume 

lsamplers.
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Types of Air SamplesTypes of Air Samples

• For breathing zone 
sampling, low-volume 
samplers are used, 
with flow rates from 28 
to 56 L/minto 56 L/min.
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Types of Air Samplesypes o Sa p es

• Fixed location samplers or general air samplers areFixed location samplers or general air samplers are 
used for various purposes (detect releases, estimate 
intakes) and can be used to collect continuous or grab 
samples.
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Types of Air SamplesTypes of Air Samples

• Air monitors are 
designed to prevent 
worker exposure to 
higher than expected 
levels of airbornelevels of airborne 
radioactive materials.
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Types of Air Samplesypes o Sa p es

• The early warning is provided by:The early warning is provided by:
• Prompt sample analysis.

C i i i i l i• Continuous monitoring in real time.
• Alarm often triggered by rate of increase in counting 

rate.
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Types of Air Samplesypes o Sa p es

• Air sampling may be continuous or intermittent (grabAir sampling may be continuous or intermittent (grab 
samples).

• Continuous samples are typically exchanged on a• Continuous samples are typically exchanged on a 
weekly basis.
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Types of Air Samplesypes o Sa p es

• Grab sampling for continuous processes may beGrab sampling for continuous processes may be 
collected on a weekly basis, or less frequently if 
concentrations are extremely low.

• Grab sampling is also performed for intermittent 
processes.p
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Types of Filtersypes o te s

• There are different types of filters with different characteristics. yp
• The desirable characteristics of an ideal filter media are:

• High collection efficiencyHigh collection efficiency
• Low flow resistance
• Low deposition of non-respirable particulates• Low deposition of non-respirable particulates
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Types of Filtersypes o te s
• Cellulose filters 

• Moderate flow resistance• Moderate flow resistance
• Poor collection efficiency

L f ll ti• Low surface collection 
• High burial loss

C ll l E t M b filt• Cellulose Ester Membrane filters
• High flow resistance
• High collection efficiency
• High surface collection
• Low burial loss
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Types of Filtersypes o te s

• Glass Fiber filters
• Moderate flow resistance
• High collection efficiencyHigh collection efficiency
• Moderate surface collection 
• Low burial loss• Low burial loss
• Not advised if destructive analysis will be done
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Size Selective DevicesS e Se ect e e ces

• Two categoriesTwo categories
• Particle size devices

R i bl f i d i• Respirable fraction devices
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Size Selection DevicesS e Se ect o e ces

• Particle sizing devicesg
• Collects all particles based on particle size
• Known as cascade impactorKnown as cascade impactor
• Used to determine the distribution of particle sizes and to correct 

dose for larger or smaller particle size.
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Size Selection DevicesS e Se ect o e ces

• Respirable-Fraction samplerp p
• The most commonly used is the cyclone separator
• Rated at a specific flow rate usually 1.7 lpm.Rated at a specific flow rate usually 1.7 lpm.
• Separates out all particles bigger than 10 um and 50% of 

particles 4 um.
• Collects smaller respirable particles on the filter.
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Sample Activity MeasurementSa p e ct ty easu e e t

• Gross alpha or beta measurementp
–May need to be corrected for “burial loss” in the filter

• Direct Spectroscopy
–Alpha, and gamma spec, but again for alpha spec “burial 

loss” could interfere with spectrum 
Destructive analysis• Destructive analysis 

–Chemical processing then analysis, but glass fiber filters 
difficult to chemically digest (need to use HF)y g ( )
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Calculation of ExposureCa cu at o o posu e

• Once activity is known then calculation can be performed to y p
determine airborne concentration in µCi/mL, and then compare 
to DAC to get potential intake and dose.
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Examplea p e

• You are conducting air sampling in an area that contains U-235 g p g
contamination in a chemical form that is solubility class Y.  A 
worker in the area wears a personal air sampler with a flow rate 
of 2 L/m for 6 hours of work in the area The sampler uses aof 2 L/m for 6 hours of work in the area.  The sampler uses a 
glass fiber filter with a collection efficiency of 1 and a surface 
efficiency of 0.9. The filter is removed and counted and has a 
count rate of 10 cpm. What is the dose to this worker?

• And by the way, which dose is it?
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Given:
count rate is 10 cpm
Efficiency of counter 30 % 
Glass fiber filter collection eff iciency is 100% 
Surface efficiency is 90%
Flow rate of sampler is 2 L/min
Sampling time is 6 hours (360 minutes)
DAC value for class Y U-235 is 2E-11 μCi/ml
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CalculationCa cu at o

= 2.3E-11 uCi/ml
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Calculation, continuedCa cu at o , co t ued

• The dose is 17.25 mrem, but which dose is this?The dose is 17.25 mrem, but which dose is this?
• You have to determine when you look up the DAC if it is 

based on the SALI or the NALIbased on the SALI or the NALI
• In this case (class Y uranium), it is based on the SALI
• So the 17.25 mrem is CEDE.



Radon and Air Samplingado a d Sa p g

• When collecting an air sample the radon gas passes through the g p g p g
filter but the decay product are collected.

• The decay products begin to decay into other decay products so 
an equilibrium is eventually established as long as the air sample 
is being collected.
Once air sampling is stopped the decay products will continue to• Once air sampling is stopped the decay products will continue to 
decay and the activity due to the decay products will decrease 
over time.
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Radon and Air Samplingado a d Sa p g

• This is important when using continuous air monitorsp g
• When a new filter is placed in the CAM the activity will increase 

rapidly as the equilibrium of decay products is established; this 
could result in an alarm if the CAM is not properly set up.

• Fluctuations of radon throughout the day or evening can also 
cause CAM alarmscause CAM alarms.

• Some CAMs are now equipped with a radon rejection algorithm.
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Radon and air samplingado a d a sa p g

• When conducting air sampling using stationary or lapel air g p g g y p
samplers, radon decay products can cause a misinterpretation if 
you assume all activity on a filter is from the radionuclide of 
interestinterest.

• The usual method of dealing with this is to conduct an initial 
count of the filter, then hold the filter for seven days and do 
another count after the radon daughters have decayed.
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Measurement of Radon Decay Productseasu e e t o ado ecay oducts

• The two measurement methods for radon decay products that are y p
described here are very similar: the Kusnetz and the Thomas-
Tsivoglou techniques.

• They are not particularly sensitive, that is, they would not be 
used for most environmental measurements. 
Both methods were developed for use in the uranium industry• Both methods were developed for use in the uranium industry 
about 50 years ago.

• They share one important advantage: there is no need toThey share one important advantage: there is no need to 
calibrate the instrumentation in an atmosphere with a known 
decay product concentration.
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Measurement of Radon Decay Productseasu e e t o ado ecay oducts

• Kusnetz Method
• An air sample is collected on a surface-loading filter for a 5 

minute sampling time.  Between 40 and 90 minutes after 
sampling ,the total alpha activity on the filter is measured with 
a 10 minute count.
This technique is widely used because of its simplicity• This technique is widely used because of its simplicity.  

• An important advantage of this method: it is not necessary to 
calibrate this system in a radon/radon daughter chamber Allcalibrate this system in a radon/radon daughter chamber.  All 
that is needed is the counting efficiency for the alpha 
detector.
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Measurement of Radon Decay Productseasu e e t o ado ecay oducts

• Kusnetz Method
Th ki l l t ti i d t i d ith th f ll i• The working level concentration is determined with the following 
formula:

PAEC is the potential alpha energy concentration in 
working levelsg

R is the net count rate in cpm
V is the volume of air sampled in litersV is the volume of air sampled in liters
K is a correction factor taken from the table in the next 

slide
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Measurement of Radon Decay Productseasu e e t o ado ecay oducts

Time K Time K Time K(min) K

40 150
42 146

(min) K

58 114
60 110

(min) K

76 82
78 78

44 142
46 138
48 134

62 106
64 102
66 98

80 75
82 73
84 6948 134

50 130
52 126

66 98
68 94
70 90

84 69
86 66
88 63

54 122
56 118

72 87
74 84

90 60
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Measurement of Radon Decay Productseasu e e t o ado ecay oducts

• Thomas-Tsivoglou Methodg
• This is a more sensitive technique than the Kusnetz method and 

it provides information about the concentrations of the individual 
radon daughters.

• Like the Kusnetz Method, a 5 minute sampling time is usually 
used However three alpha counts rather than one areused.  However, three alpha counts, rather than one, are 
performed; one from 2-5 minutes, the second from 6-20 minutes 
and the third from 21-30 minutes after sampling.  

• The formulae on the next slide are used to calculate the 
concentrations of the individual radon daughters:
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Measurement of Radon Decay Productseasu e e t o ado ecay oducts
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Measurement of Radon Decay Productseasu e e t o ado ecay oducts

• F   is the flow rate in L/min
E i th ti ffi i i /d• E   is the counting efficiency in cpm/dpm

• R   is the background count rate in cpm
• G1 is the gross count from 2-5 minutes after sampling 

(a three minute count)
• G2 is the gross count from 6-20 minutes after sampling 

(a 14 minute count)
• G3 is the gross count from 21-30 minutes after sampling 

(a 9 minute count)
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Measurement of Radon Decay Productseasu e e t o ado ecay oducts

• Thomas-Tsivoglou Method
• The Potential Alpha Energy Concentration (in working levels) 

is then determined with the following formula:
PAEC (WL) 0 00105 C + 0 00508 C + 0 00373• PAEC (WL)  =  0.00105 CPo-218 +  0.00508 CPb-214 +  0.00373 
CBi-214

• The Thomas-Tsivoglou method might be considered "better“The Thomas-Tsivoglou method might be considered better  
than the Kusnetz method.  

• Nevertheless, it is less widely used because the math and , y
counting are more complicated and because of the 
inconvenience of having to start the first count exactly two 
minutes after samplingminutes after sampling.
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Surface Contamination ControlSu ace Co ta at o Co t o
• Uranium contamination on surfaces such as floors and walls 

does not usually present a significant risk to personnel unless y p g p
the uranium becomes airborne by resuspension and is inhaled.

• The probability of resuspension of uranium as a result of normal 
operations is low.

• This is a function of the chemical and physical properties of the 
uranium compound(s) in the workplaceuranium compound(s) in the workplace.

• Even if the probability of resuspension is low, surface 
contamination on floors can result in contamination of shoes,contamination on floors can result in contamination of shoes, 
and thereby result in tracking of contamination into uncontrolled 
areas.
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Surface Contamination ControlSu ace Co ta at o Co t o
• A program of contamination monitoring can be used to 

accomplish several other objectives such as:p j
• The program can be designed to provide information to detect 

containment failures or departures from good operating 
practices.

• It can provide information that will assist in the design of 
personnel monitoring programspersonnel monitoring programs.

• It can provide information to establish operating zones, 
guidelines and constraints for radiation protection andguidelines and constraints for radiation protection and 
operating procedures.

• It can provide assurance that contamination is kept within 
controlled areas.
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Surface Contamination ControlSu ace Co ta at o Co t o

• Contamination control of work surfaces such as tools, equipment , q p
to be worked on, desks, tables in process areas, etc. is a greater 
concern than contamination on floors.

• The likelihood of personnel contamination, ingestion of material 
through hand contamination, or inhalation through work 
activities represents a significant potential for exposure ofactivities represents a significant potential for exposure of 
personnel.

• Job-specific monitoring is required to establish protection 
requirements as a function of surface contamination.
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Reporting and Documenting Contamination 
L lLevels

• When conducting contamination surveys, maps with sufficient g y , p
detail to permit identification of original survey locations should 
be maintained.

• Records shall contain sufficient detail to be meaningful even 
after the originator is no longer available.
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Reporting and Documenting Contamination 
L lLevels

• Contamination surveys should be recorded on appropriate y pp p
standard forms and include the following common elements:

• Date, time, and purpose of the survey,
• General and specific location of the survey
• Name and signature of the surveyor
• Pertinent information needed to interpret the survey results
• Reference to a specific radiological work permit if the survey p g p y

is performed to support the permit.
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Reporting and Documenting Contamination 
L lLevels

• In addition, records of contamination surveys should include, at , y ,
a minimum, the following information:

• Model and serial number of counting equipment
• Contamination levels and appropriate supporting parameters, 

including counting efficiency, counting time, correction 
factors type of radiation and whether the contamination wasfactors, type of radiation, and whether the contamination was 
fixed or removable.

• Locations found to contain contaminationLocations found to contain contamination
• Follow-up survey results for decontamination processes, 

cross-referenced to the original survey.g y
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Survey InstrumentatonSu ey st u e tato

• Common field survey instruments:y
• Gas proportional

• Alpha-only (using voltage setting)Alpha only (using voltage setting)
• Beta-only (using Mylar thickness)
• Alpha plus Beta• Alpha plus Beta

• GM (measures primarily beta)
• ZnS (alpha measurements)• ZnS (alpha measurements)
• Dual phosphor (alpha and beta, cross talk)
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Ratemeter  vs. Scalerate ete s Sca e

Combination ratemeter-scaler.  Employs logar
ana log scale Dual channel capability for alpha
Combination ratemeter-scaler.  Employs logar
ana log scale Dual channel capability for alphaana log scale. Dual channel capability for alpha
beta discr imination.
ana log scale. Dual channel capability for alpha
beta discr imination.             Combination ratemeter-scaler             Combination ratemeter-scaler
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Types of Detectorsypes o etecto s

• alpha and beta detectorsp

• alpha only detectors

• beta only detectors

• gamma detectors
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Detectors (General)etecto s (Ge e a )
• Large area detectors

• advantagesadvantages
• faster coverage
• greater sensitivity (esp. large sources)greater sensitivity (esp. large sources)

• disadvantages
• efficiency varies across facey
• accessing small areas
• portabilityp y
• easier to damage
• higher backgrounds (esp. beta-gamma)
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Alpha and Beta Detectorsp a a d eta etecto s

• charged particles vs. gamma raysg p g y
• efficiency

• alpha vs. beta detection
• limits
• attenuation
• background
• effects of gamma fields
• efficiency as a function of energy

• Cross talk
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Alpha Scintillators (ZnS)p a Sc t ato s ( S)

• only responds to alphasy p p

• no gas supply

• large window areas

li ht l k• light leaks

• fragile window
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Combined Alpha and Beta ScintillatorsCo b ed p a a d eta Sc t ato s

• can distinguish alphas and betasg p

• no gas supply required

• large window areas

• beta efficiency can be relatively poor

• light leaks• light leaks
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Sealed Proportional CountersSea ed opo t o a Cou te s

• can distinguish alphas and betas g p

• no gas supply required

• larger areas have thicker windows

window not repairable• window not repairable
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Beta Detectorseta etecto s

• respond to gammasp g
• increased size, increased background
• efficiencyefficiency

• window thickness
• beta energy• beta energy
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Pancake GMa ca e G

• responds to alphas, betas and gammasp p , g

• small window

• shielded versions available

• rugged
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Beta Scintallatorseta Sc ta ato s

• large thin windowsg

• no gas supply

• light leaks

• sensitive to voltage
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Gas Flow Proportional CountersGas o opo t o a Cou te s

• Can distinguish alphas and betasg p

• P-10 gas needed

• large windows

• very thin window• very thin window

• problems with counting gas
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Gamma and X-Ray MeasurementsGa a a d ay easu e e ts

• Gamma and X-Ray Measurements might be performed to:y g p
• Identify gross radiation levels
• Search for, and possibly quantify, surface contaminants thatSearch for, and possibly quantify, surface contaminants that 

do no emit readily detectable charged particles 
• Search for, and possibly quantify, contaminants in a matrix 

that would attenuate charged particles (painted, dirty 
surfaces)
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Pressurized Ion Chambersessu ed o C a be s

• sealed pressurized chambersp

• measure in μR/h range

• less accurate than μR (NaI) or
μrem (plastic) meters at background

• not recommended to substitute for 
large volume high pressure g g
Reuter Stokes PICs  
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Plastic Scintillatorsast c Sc t ato s

• easily measures background (μR/h or μrem/h)y g (μ μ )

• lighter and more rugged than NaI

• energy independent
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NaI micro R metersa c o ete s

• Contains a small NaI detector
• Very energy dependent
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NaI micro R metersa c o ete s
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Reporting and Documenting Contamination 
L lLevels

• Records for the release of material and equipment from q p
radiological areas to uncontrolled areas should:

• Describe the property and contain:
• The date of the release survey
• The identity of the individual performing the survey
• The type and serial number of the instrument used
• The results of the surveyy
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Reporting and Documenting Contamination 
L lLevels

• All skin and personal property contamination should be p p p y
documented and evaluated to help improve the contamination 
control program.

• Documentation should include:
• Person’s name and work group
• Location, amount, and type of skin contamination
• Results of decontaminaiton
• Description of the circumstances involved in the occurance, 

radiation work permit number, and protective clothing 
requiredrequired
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Workplace Monitoringo p ace o to g

• Monitoring of the workplace is an essential element of every g p y
routine surveillance program.  

• The rigor with which all of the various elements of a radiation 
monitoring program are applied should be tailored to meet the 
needs of the individual work areas.
Each program should be designed to meet existing needs but• Each program should be designed to meet existing needs, but 
also should be flexible to allow for incorporation of the possible 
advantages to be provided by the various available monitoring 
practices.
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Workplace Monitoringo p ace o to g

• Monitoring practices include but are not limited to the following:g p g
• Contamination surveys of the workplace
• Release surveysRelease surveys
• External exposure surveys
• Airborne contamination surveys• Airborne contamination surveys
• Routine surveillance monitoring
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Contamination Surveys of the WorkplaceCo ta at o Su eys o t e o p ace

• The results of contamination surveys should be reported in y p
activity per unit area, e.g., dpm/100 cm2

• This permits interpretation of results without the need to know 
instrument efficiency and geometry.

• All workplaces should be monitored on a regularly scheduled 
basisbasis.

• RegGuide 8.30 “Health Physics Surveys in Uranium Recovery 
Facilities” gives suggested survey frequenciesFacilities  gives suggested survey frequencies.
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Surface Contamination LimitsSu ace Co ta at o ts
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Measurement and Survey Techniqueseasu e e t a d Su ey ec ques

• Surveys are conducted for two types of surface contamination:y yp
• Total/fixed contamination which consists of either a scan or 

direct measurements
• Removable contamination which consists of either a large 

area wipe or a smear survey.
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Survey for Removable ContaminationSu ey o e o ab e Co ta at o

• A large area wipe survey is used to qualitatively detect gross g p y q y g
removable contamination.

• This technique tends to concentrate low level contamination that 
may be present.

• Surfaces to be wiped should be free of debris or grease which 
would attenuate alpha radiationwould attenuate alpha radiation.

• An alpha survey meter is held near contact with the surface of 
the wipe; if contamination is detected then swipe surveys shouldthe wipe; if contamination is detected then swipe surveys should 
be used.

• A nonabsorbent material should be used (i.e. masslinn).( )
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Survey for Removable ContaminationSu ey o e o ab e Co ta at o

• A smear survey is used to locate and quantify removable y q y
contamination that is known or suspected to exist.

• A smear or swipe survey is performed by wiping a cloth or filter 
over a 100 cm2 area of the surface.

• The swipe should be taken with a dry medium using moderate 
pressurepressure.

• Common practice is to use two fingers to press the swipe against 
the surface to be swiped then move along in a S shaped paththe surface to be swiped then move along in a S shaped path 
with a  nominal length of 8 to 10 inches (20 to 25 cm).
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Survey for Removable ContaminationSu ey o e o ab e Co ta at o

• When the potential contamination emits alpha radiation, paper or p p , p p
fiberglass filters should be used so as to not bury the alpha 
activity in the filter.

• If a scan survey detects contamination, a smear survey should 
be taken to determine if the contamination is removable or not.
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Survey for Fixed ContaminationSu ey o ed Co ta at o

• A scan survey for fixed contamination requires passing a 
detector attached to a portable instrument over the surface of thedetector attached to a portable instrument over the surface of the 
area being surveyed at a fixed, known scan speed and at a 
specified distance from the surface.

• Typically, the scan speed is 2 in per second (approximately one 
detector width) and the maximum distance is 0.25 inches for 
alpha contaminationalpha contamination.

• During the performance of a scan survey, the audible response is 
faster than the needle deflection.faster than the needle deflection.

• Audible response should be used to find the contamination, then 
take a reading with the meter in place.  g
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Survey for Fixed ContaminationSu ey o ed Co ta at o

• When conducting alpha surveys, the surveyor should pause for 3 g p y , y p
to 5 seconds each time an audible response is heard.

• This will allow a longer count to be done so the surveyor can 
determine if there is actual contamination or a background 
fluctuation.
When conducting release surveys after scan surveys one minute• When conducting release surveys after scan surveys, one minute 
direct counts should be conducted at locations that indicated 
contamination and at random locations.  
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Uranium Contamination DetectionU a u Co ta at o etect o
• Typically, detection of uranium contamination has been 

performed using alpha activity.
• For some situations detection of the beta/gamma radiation from 

uranium decay products may be more sensitive and more 
appropriateappropriate.

• For natural uranium, depleted uranium, and low-enriched 
uranium that are in equilibrium with their decay products theuranium that are in equilibrium with their decay products, the 
detection sensitivity is higher for the beta/gamma radiation than 
for alpha.

• If the uranium is recently processed, as is the case in uranium 
recovery facilities, then detection of the alpha radiation is more 
appropriateappropriate.
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Radon and Surface Contaminationado a d Su ace Co ta at o

• Radon can cause an interference with contamination surveying y g
due to plate out of the decay products.

• This can happen especially when there is rain.
• The rain will wash out the decay products and the moisture in the 

atmosphere will cause the radon gas to hug the ground, which 
increases the radon gas and decay product concentrationsincreases the radon gas and decay product concentrations.

• Decay products tend to plate out on areas with a static charge, 
e g TV or CRT monitor screense.g., TV or CRT monitor screens.
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Personnel Contamination Controle so e Co ta at o Co t o

• The primary hazard to personnel from uranium is from internal p y p
exposure; however, contamination is also of concern because of 
potential skin doses.

• Additionally an objective of the contamination control program is 
to confine uranium contamination to production/work areas.
Guidelines for allowable contamination on personnel and• Guidelines for allowable contamination on personnel and 
personnel clothing/shoes are required for both inside the plant 
and prior to exiting radiological areas
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Personnel Contamination Controle so e Co ta at o Co t o

• A personnel monitoring program must be developed with 
adequate monitoring equipment and sensitivity to provideadequate monitoring equipment and sensitivity to provide 
assurance that contamination is effectively controlled.

• The guidelines should be developed considering the following:g p g g
• The need to prevent activity above limits from appearing 

outside the controlled area.
• The degree of risk to the health of the employees, their 

families, and the public from contamination
• The technical feasibility of measurement of the guide levels
• Issues of public concern over uncontrolled releases
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Monitoring Programo to g og a

• Instrumentation should be provided and personnel should be p p
required to conduct surveys of themselves before exiting 
contamination areas.

• Assurance should be provided that personnel are monitored 
prior to breaks, meals, or exiting from the plant site.
Hand and foot monitors are preferred to portable survey• Hand and foot monitors are preferred to portable survey 
instruments for personnel surveying.

• Random audits and confirmatory surveys should be conductedRandom audits and confirmatory surveys should be conducted.
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Protective Clothingotect e C ot g

• It is advisable for the company to issue clothing for personnel to p y g p
wear in work areas.

• In addition to company issued clothing, additional PPE may be 
required:

• Shoe covers
• Lab coats
• Coveralls

• Decontamination should be performed if alpha contamination of 
skin or clothing of workers is found to exceed 1000 dpm/100 cm2
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Personnel Decontaminatione so e eco ta at o

• Skin decontamination should be performed by health physics p y p y
technicians or other members of the health physics staff.

• Non-abrasive methods should be used for skin decontamination 
to protect the tissue from deeper contamination.

• Masking tape can be used for dry decontamination.
• Wet decontamination can be accomplished with soap and 

lukewarm water.
If i iti l d t i ti i f l th f th ff t• If  initial decontamination is unsuccessful, then further efforts 
should be handled on a case by case basis, often with 
consultation from occupational medicine staff.p
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